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Computing is Essential for
 Nuclear Physics Research

• Remarkable accomplishments and rapid progress
• in sub-areas
• connections between sub-areas

• Tied to experimental program
• Collaborative within Physics, and with CS + AM
• Uniquely able to provide reliable predictive capabilities
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This Meeting

• constrained budget going forward
• agencies want advice to optimize program
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Process Outline

Nuclear Science 
Advisory Committee

30 min talk and

short document

You are here
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Brinkman/Seidel 
letter to NSAC

  -5.8% from 2012
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2007 Long Range Plan 
Recommendations

JLab FRIB

RHIC
DUSEL
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2012 National Academy 
Report Recommendations

FRIB
JLabRHIC

DUSEL
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(1) What major scientific accomplishments and discoveries have occurred in your area of high-performance 
computing since the 2007 LRP was drafted?

(2a) What compelling and unique science can be carried out in the program in the next five years assuming support 
similar to FY13 that includes cost of living increases? 
(2b) What additional impact would flat-flat funding to FY18 have on (2a)?

(3) What is the minimum level of support (cycles, new hardware, etc.) needed to maintain a viable program in 
computational nuclear physics?

(4) What workforce (physicists, CS, AM, students) is needed to maintain a viable program? 
What will it require to take the community to the exascale era (e.g., training of students and postdocs)?

(5) What science would you expect to pursue in the program in 2020 and beyond? 
What is needed to support this? 
What science would you expect to pursue without access to major supercomputer centers?

(6) What is role of the science in your research area in the international context? 
If the US effort in high-performance computing were seriously curtailed, to what degree would efforts in other 
countries fill the gap? 
And, to what degree would US scientists be able to advance research in this area by working outside of the 
country?

(7) How does high performance computing contribute to the educational mission of training the future workforce in 
nuclear physics and associated applied areas?

NSAC
Tribble Committee Questions
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Meeting Output

• ~ 4 page  document 
• Respond to all of the questions from committee
• Gather information/slides/data for 30 min presentation
• Maybe homework assignments - hopefully not  
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The Agenda

30 min  Physics
15 min  CS/AM
15 min Discussion

Q : 1,2,3 

Q : 1,2,3,5,6,7 
Q : 4,5,6,7 
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END
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Budgets
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